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Introduction

Beside the load bearing capacity the compaction is the most important qualifying feature
in civil engineering. Traditionally, the compactness-rate is calculated from the moist
density and water content both measured in site, then these result the dry density which is
referred to chosen the reference density in terms of percentage.
The laboratory reference density (dmax) stems from modified Proctor test in Hungary,
but some other countries it comes from simplified Proctor test. Usually the applied
compaction measurements are indirectly based on density measuring, as the methods of
sand filling, water volume or isotopic test device. Most recently other reference densities
also known and become standards in Europe, as vibro-compression, the vibrating hammer
and the vibrating table methods.
The theory of B&C dynamic compactness test method does not use the reference
density, rather the normalized Proctor-curve (divided by the maximum dry density dmax),
as the Trw moisture correction coefficient. In this method only the water sensitivity
coming from the curvature is dominant, since dynamic compactness measuring method is
advantageous in the practice.
The dynamic compactness measuring method is based on volume changing measuring
that can be characterized by sinking amplitude of the compaction, and the test is carried
out at the water content in the site and with series of drops generating work as the same
as in the Proctor test. The dynamic compactness-rate is the product of the on-site relative
compactness-rate (TrE) and the moisture correction coefficient (Trw), which indicates the
compactness of the layer at the given water content (converted to the maximum
compactness, which can be reached at the optimal water content).
In Hungary the earthwork quality check is ruled by chapter 4.5 of Technical
Description No. UT 2-1.222 „General geotechnical rules of roads and motorway
constructions”. The applicable compactness measuring methods can be (by point of
4.5.1.2): sand filling, rubber bulb, isotopic, B&C dynamic falling weight, static plate
dynamic modulus, FDVK or CCC acceleration measuring with the whole surface and
other methods with checking the building in technology. Among of them the
penetrometer, the static plate dynamic modulus and the FDVK or CCC acceleration
measuring with the whole surface tests enable to induce the compactness rate. The
reference density is to be used at sand filling, rubber bulb and isotopic tests for the site
dry density evaluation. For the evaluation of the embankment compaction requirements
in Hungary ruled by Technical Description No. ÚT 2-1.222, the maximum dry density
has to be known, as it is specified in the standard No. EN 13286-2 and carried out the
modified Proctor test. As the designer requires, the reference density can be determined
by dynamic methods specified in standards EN 13286-3, EN 13286-4, and EN 13286-5,
but these require the determination of requirements (limit values).
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As a conclusion from the above mentioned facts, B&C is only one method, that gives
the result of compactness rate without reference density, namely the dynamic
compactness test, rather it uses the relationship between sinking and compactness degree,
which derived from the theory of Proctor test. This function related to compactness-rate
does not exist in other methods.
Present study introduces results conversion calculation ways and possibilities from
results of B&C SP-LFWD (small-plate light weight deflectometer), and the compactnessrateused in German practice which corresponds to simplified Proctor test.
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Compactness tests

2.1 Modified Proctor-test
The essence of the modified Proctor-test (EN 13286-2 chapter 7.4.) is, that the soil
sample is compacted in 5 layers with 25-25 drops per layer in a cylindrical test mould
with diameter of 10 cm, and height of 12 cm (+ 5 cm height extension). The diameter of
the mass head is 50 mm, while the mass of hammer is 4.5 kg and the height of fall is 45
cm. After the compaction, the extension removed, cut off the excess soil levelling it, and
from the measured mass, and the known volume of the sample, the wet bulk density (n)
can be determined. Sampling the compacted material and drying it, the water content is to
be determined and the compacted dry density can be calculated from the equation:
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is the bulk density (Mg/m3);
is the water content of the soil;
is the dry density (Mg/m3);

This compaction test has to be repeated a total of at least five samples with different
water content. We plot the densities obtained from a series of determination as ordinates
against the corresponding water content as abscissa. We draw a curve of best fit to the
plotted points and identify the position of the maximum on this curve, this is the
maximum dry density value. It is suggested to draw the 0,8-0,9-1,0 saturation lines. We
read off the value of water content (optimum water content) corresponds to the maximum
dry density value (wopt-m, dmax-m), these are parts of the suitability test. At the calculation
of the Proctor test compaction work, it should be taken into account the surface area of
the hammer. We have 5 layers x 5 drops /4=125/4=31.25 average number of compaction
drops/cylinder related to whole test mould area. Calculating from data previously
mentioned, the Proctor compaction work is Wm Pr  4,5  0,45  9,81 31,25  621J (2)
2.2 Simplified Proctor-test
At the simplified Proctor-test (EN 13286-2 chapter 7.3.), the soil sample is compacted in
3 layers with 25-25 drops per layer in a cylindrical test mould with diameter of 10 cm,
and height of 12 cm (+ 5 cm height extension). The diameter of the mass head is 50 mm,
while the mass of hammer is 2.5 kg and the height of fall is 30.5 cm. After the
compaction, the extension removed, cut off the excess soil levelling it, and from the
measured mass, and the known volume of the sample, the bulk density (n) can be
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determined. Sampling the compacted material and drying it, the water contents are to be
determined and the compacted dry densities can be calculated as we do in the modified
Proctor test, then we determine the optimum water content and the maximum dry density
(wopt-s, dmax-s). We have (3 layers · 5 drops)/4=75/4=18.75 average number of
compaction drops/cylinder related to whole test mould area The number of drops is
18.75, which is an average value per one test mould, because the ratio of mould
area/hammer area =4. The simplified Proctor compaction work, (if the test mould area is
taken into account) is: Ws Pr  2,5  0,305  9,81  18,75  140 J
(3)
The ratio of maximum dry density derived from modified and simplified Proctor is in the
range of 1,03-1,15, while the compaction work ratio 4.4, that is to say, we apply greater
compaction work level at the modified Proctor test.
2.3 Other compactness tests
Most recently in Europe another compactness test methods are allowed too, not only
compacting with hammer, rather using vibration model for reference density
determination. They are advantageous because not to tend to crush particles and the test
conditions have similarity to the reality. Such test opportunities:
EN 13286-3 Unbound and hydraulically bound mixtures – Part 3: Test methods for
laboratory reference density and water content – Vibrocompression with controlled
parameters
EN 13286-4 Unbound and hydraulically bound mixtures – Part 4: Test methods for
laboratory reference density and water content – Vibrating hammer
EN 13286-5 Unbound and hydraulically bound mixtures – Part 5: Test methods for
laboratory reference density and water content – Vibrating table
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Selected initial data

We chose result of earlier tested soil sample sandy silt. This was at the same time
simplified and modified Proctor tested in the Geotechnical Laboratory of Szechenyi
University.
Test results of modified Proctor-test: wopt-m = 11,0%, dmax-m = 1,93 g/cm3
wm [%]
6.0
9.3
13.0
14.8
17.1
3
1.814
1.912
1.885
1.803
1.722
d-m [g/cm ]
Trg-m [%]
94.0
99.1
97.7
93.4
89.2
Trw-m
0.940
0.990
0.977
0.934
0.892
Test results of simplified Proctor-test: wopt-s = 13,5%, dmax-s = 1,82 g/cm3
ws [%]
6.7
9.6
12.5
16.1
19.5
3
1.640
1.726
1.811
1.773
1.670
d-s [g/cm ]
Trg-s [%]
90.1
94.8
99.5
97.4
91.8
Trw-s
0.901
0.948
0.995
0.974
0.918
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Figure 1: Test results of simplified and modified Proctor-test

The impact of the compaction work level is indicated by the Proctor curves locations. Dry
parts of the curves (to left from the optimum water content) are roughly parallel to each
other; while wet parts are fit into saturated lines. The illustration shows, that the more
intensive compaction leads to reduction the needed optimum water content.

Figure 2: Relationship between optimum water content and compaction work

As the water content increasing - seen in the wet parts of curves – the increase of
compaction work is not effective, because it curves only little amount of density
increasing. Professor Kézdi has analyzed and described this type of behaviour (see Figure
3), that suggests, these two compaction levels we now have (simplified and modified),
every time can expand and the upper limit of the expansion is only limited by the
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development of the compacting equipments. If we have larger compaction work in site
comparing to apply in the laboratory, then the optimum water content will be less then we
determined it in the laboratory. So the present simplified or modified compaction work
only a chosen value or an agreement.

4. Conversion modified and simplified Proctor test results
The B&C dynamic compactness and bearing capacity test method applies the same
compaction work as the modified Proctor test, meanwhile, the countries using simplified
Proctor tests are restricted in using this equipment without conversion calculation. There
is no any hamper to make this conversion to allow using B&C equipment.
The given soil from gravel layer material, is tested carried out both type of Proctor
(modified and simplified) during the suitability test series. We determine the general
characteristics and the moisture correction coefficients for both types. In figures and
formulas we mark the simplified Proctor type results with lower index „s”, while „m” is
used in the modified case.
=1,82/1,93=0,943
1/=1,060
Trd-m=*Trd-s
Trd-s=1/*Trd-m

97,5%
103,4%

87,6%
92,9%

Figure 4: Conversion calculation between modified and simplified Proctor test results

The multiplier can be calculated as the ratio of maximum dry densities of two Proctor
tests:



 d max  s
 d max  m

For the conversion calculation to the compactness-rate corresponds to the simplified
Proctor compaction work (see Figure 4), first we calculate the modified compactness-rate
from the relative compactness-rate measured the site at modified Proctor work level, then
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with factor we transform it to the on-site simplified compactness-rate (This can be done
vice versa, this marked in the Figure 4 with different colours).
For example in the Figure 4, the simplified Proctor compactness-rate of 100% means
only 94.3% modified Proctor compactness-rate. In the practice the roller compacting
work qualification is made using the site relative compactness-rate TrE%, since we have
to calculate this value as well. This is taken into account by the moisture correction
coefficient (Trw-s) from the simplified Proctor curve.
4.1. Settlement – compactness-rate relationship at simplified Proctor test
The theory of dynamic compactness measurement can be retrieved from Proctor test.
From the model of Gdry = constant, we calculate the compactness-rate and sinking (Trd%
– h), the slope factor , both from modified Proctor test result (m), and simplified one
(s). We experienced, that the two values are equal each other, independently from
simplified or modified test origin:
 At modified Proctor-test, the value of mwas 0.366 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Relationship between compactness-rate and volume different at modified Proctor test



At simplified Proctor-test, the value of mwas here 0.364 (Figure 6).

Since the sameness of two different originated values of the lines of the modified and
simplified Proctor tests’ Trd% – h functions are parallel to each other, thus they are
converted easily from one to another and vice versa.
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Figure 6: relationship between compactness-rate and volume different at simplified Proctor test
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The average function between the compactness-rate and sinking is
TrE %  0,366h  100
T rg% - h összefüggése
100
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Figure 7: The average regression between the compactness-rate and settlement

As the Figure 7 shows in the simplified Proctor-test, if the maximum dry density is 100%
(Trd-s%=100%, Trw-s=1 wopt-s=13.5%), then this value converted to compactness-rate in the
modified Proctor-test, it gives Trd-m%=·100=94.3%. By the relationship defined from
the the model Gdry = constant, the sinking can be determined:
h= 1/ · Trd%= 1/0.366 · 5.7=15.5 mm.
This means, if the simplified compactness-rate is 100%, then for achieving the 100%
compactness-rate of the modified Proctor test, it is required further 15.5 mm sinking
generated by compaction work in a 25 cm thickness layer. Therefore, the  multiplier can
be expressed in terms of the calculated compactness-rate of modified Proctor test, too (if
the simplified Proctor compactness-rate is 100%):
Trg m %

100%
4.2

Example

Site results
By this example, the dynamic compactness-rate is TrE-m% = 96.6% measured on site with
B&C equipment, in the case of a silty-sand, the natural water content is wt = 9.6%, which
means Trw-m = 0.996 moisture correction coefficient.
Calculation of compactness-rate complies with modified Proctor test
The test result for the dynamic compactness-rate using the Trd m  TrE m  Trwm base
formula Trd m %  96.6%  0.996  96.2%
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Compactness-rate complies with simplified Proctor test
In this case, the compactness-rate calculated by the simplified Proctor test is the
following: Trd  s %  1 /   Trd  m  1 / 0.943  96.2%  102.0% . The optimum water content of the
simplified Proctor is wopt-s = 13.5%. The natural water content is the same as previous wt
= 9.6, this now means Trw-s = 0.948 moisture correction coefficient.
It is known, that the simplified Proctor 100% compactness-rate corresponds only 94.3%,
in the scale of the modified proctor test, that is why, if we have larger then 94.3%
compactness-rate, then it exceeds the 100% compactness-rate in terms of simplified
Proctor compactness-rate. So in the German practice sometimes the specification requires
more then 100% compactness-rate.
On-site relative compactness-rate complies with simplified Proctor test
From the calculated compactness-rate of the simplified Proctor test, we can calculate the
on site relative compactness-rate of simplified Proctor, using its own moisture correction
coefficient of simplified Proctor:
TrE  s 

Trd  s
Trw  s

(%)

The on site relative simplified compactness-rate (TrE-s) measures the suitability of the
roller compacting work at the measured natural water content, wt = 9.6%, determined
from the curve of simplified Proctor, is the following: Trw-s=0.948, and as a conclusion of
it, TrE s 

102.0
 107.6% ,
0.948

therefore, at the given water content, the on site relative

compactness-rate is TrE-s= 108% in the case of compaction work complies with simplified
Proctor test.
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On site relative compactness-rate calculation using different
compaction work

In the site, we determined the on site relative compactness-rate, at the natural water
content, with dynamic method, which complies with the modified Proctor test
compaction work, such a way, that we took the compactness state measured after the first
drop, then after 18 drops we made compaction sinking curve, and from this curve we
created deformation rate. From the residue sinking the compactness can be calculated
which is also known as on site relative compactness, and it is the accessible compactness
at the given water content, in the best case it can reach up 100%.
The relative compactness rate is calculated by the next formula:
TrE m  100  Dmm ,

where
Dm-m

is the deformation index calculated with the modified Proctor work;

the slope of the line of the ΔVmm – Tr% function calculated from Gdry =
constant model, ( = 0.365 ± 0.025).
At the modified Proctor compaction work the value of Dm is calculated with the weighted
average below, from the sum of residue deformation. The total deformation hi, is the
amount of flexible and residual deformations. The following formula shows the sinking
increment (negative) calculation:
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si 

(hi  hi1 )
i ….
1

Where hi-hi+1≥0, if hi-hi+1<0, then si=0
Thus the flexible deformation does not take part in the calculation. The sinking increment
after every drop, si is a numeral derivation. This step can be expressed, as a numeral
derivation at every drop. We estimate the total sinking so far with using the actual
number of drops. This weighted average is named deformation index (Dm-m), and it can be
calculated with the next generalized formula:


, mm 

i 17

Dmm

i 1

d i  1 SUMsi
i

17

 where SUMsi = s +s +s ,
1

2

i

where one permanent considered deformation si=si+1 – si, and di the drop number (i=1-18).

where hi the total deformation (sum of flexible and residual one);
i = 1 ... 18
and h1≥h2≥h3…… …h17≥h18
S1  1  (h1 h 2 )

S 2  2   (h1 h 2 )  h 2  h3 



S 3  3   (h1 h 2 )  h 2 h3   h 3 h4 



...

S16  16  h1 h 2   h 2 h3 ....  ...  h17  h16 

S17  17   (h1 h 2 )  h 2 h3   h 3 h4   ....  ...  ...  h17  h18 



The previously described calculation method of the on site relative compactness, which
complies with simplified Proctor work, can be made in another way. The other
possibility could be, if we applied compaction work corresponding to simplified Proctor
test, controlled the work by the number of drops. In this case, the compaction sinking
curve only was made from 6 drops, and the deformation index was calculated from these.
This residue sinking curve, which creates “the simplified Proctor state”, is called on site
relative simplified compactness, and this characterizes the maximum accessible
compactness-rate at the given water content. This method has appreciable disadvantage,
namely we could not measure compactness-rate of simplified Proctor test over the value
of 100%, and hence the using of conversion calculating method is expected.
The theory adaptation also enables to calculate on site relative compactness of simplified
Proctor:
TrE  s  100    Dm s ,

where

Dm-s – deformation index.

The total deformation hi is the sum of flexible and residual deformations. The following
formula shows the sinking increment (negative) calculation:
9

(hi  hi 1 )
i …
1

si 
where hi-hi+1≥0 , if hi-hi+1<0, then si=0.

Thus the flexible deformation does not take part in calculation. This weighted average is
named deformation index (Dm-s) of simplified Proctor, and it can be calculated with the
following formula:


, mm 

i 6

Dm s

i 1

d i  1 SUMsi
i
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The value of Ф-s is a factor, which can be determined in empirical way, it comes from the
Gdry=constant model of the simplified Proctor test, and it is the slope of the line of ΔVmm
– Tr% function.
The value of hi is the total deformation, the sum of flexible and residual one, i = 1..6, and
h1≥h2≥h3…… …h5≥h6.
The theory of the dynamic compactness measurement is suitable for calculation of
compactness-rate complying with simplified Proctor compaction work level or modified
one. Many requirements contain simplified Proctor specifications exceeding the value of
100%, that is why, it seems obvious and practical to measure the compactness in
generally using the modified Proctor compaction work, then making a conversion to the
simplified Proctor compaction work level. This way we can determine compactness-rates
over the value of 100% as well.
The maximum of these compactness-rates can be 100*(1/). Introducing the value
=2000/Dm, the measuring data can be shown in graphical interpretation as well (Figure
8).
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Figure 8: Graphical interpretation of on-site relative compactness-rate
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Calculation of B&C On-site Relative Dynamic CompactionRate (TrE%=85%-100%)
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Summary

Beside the load bearing capacity the compaction is the most important qualifying feature
in the civil engineering. In compactness measurements, the maximum dry density (dmax)
determined with modified Proctor test is used as a reference density, but in Germany
sometimes the simplified Proctor test results are applied for the same purpose. The ratio
between maximum dry densities measured modified and simplified Proctor
characteristically was in the range of 1.03-1.15, while the ratio of compaction work levels
is 4.4.
Characteristics of different compaction work levels can be seen very well in the Proctor
curves. The dry side sections of curves are roughly parallel to each other, while on wet
side from the maximum dry density, curves suit into the saturated lines. At a particular
given water content, the more we compact the soil, the more the needed water content is
reduced, but on the wet side, in lower compaction work, the optimum water content
increment is obvious, but it curves lower compactness-rate.
We developed the method, which is capable to measure the on site relative compactnessrate by B&C dynamic SP-LFWD test device. There are to possibilities to do it, one of
them is the conversion calculation, the other on is using less number of drops. Having
been examined possibilities, we think, it is better to chose the conversion calculation, so
we measure in traditional way, using the modified Proctor compaction work, and the
result is converted to simplified Proctor work with factor  This conversion is always
made so, that we chose values of Trd-m%, wopt-m and convert them to values of Trd-s%, wopts, and the on site relative simplified Proctor is calculated with Trw-s the moisture correction
coefficient, to the natural site water content at the time of measurement.
The B&C dynamic compactness and bearing capacity test device can be made suitable to
give both compactness-rates with a slight software modification. But the needed number
of drops draws our attention to the fact that the compaction work level remarkably differs
from each other in the case of simplified and modified Proctor test. As we take the
performances of the most up to date compaction machines into consideration, we can say,
the construction practice development tends toward application of higher compaction
work level.
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